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I would like to rel a·te to you some of my views as one 

OppOS ed to further hydroelectric development in the Peace Va 11 ey. 1 F-i-rs-t, -1~,.__·J~-.:.'l.,-· t:0 
,~ ~~~ 1,..,r,,-c·i·-/, r-oc~,,:., ;. ::-r ·.:. 

I think it is important -t<i gain ___.,perspective on the issue; ·:~ the cos text ... 1,~- ,</ / ..,_ .. 
~ "'- •••\. 

,e:-f: the general B.C. energy situation. I will then have some comments on 

the proposed Site C project itself and, ~~. provide you with ..SfilBe r,,_:t. .:,,,·,,,_ 
-- . --u l ,• f :.; V 

1:1$efttl:-,i-r+format.:i::0A on the approval process · through which B. C. Hydro wi 11 
. -:'."f: •· . -~ . . .:, .,. '. 

have to go. Lastly, I feel there are some very valid i' questionstthat you, 
i .-

as an associ a_tiJ ~_ ... . S~-~~r~ed __ w_i rb,,_J,he quality of your environment in the 
Peace Valley, can and should~ask those who will be in the decision-making 

.,..::_·..:..,;i.-.t,_ ,' . t--r 
positions on the Site C project. · 

1. General B.C. Energy situation 

How does Site C fit into the whole scheme of things? I will try to give 

you my view, complete with my own biases, of course. 

I agree with a Vancouver Province editorial of Sunday last and I quote 

"S.C. Hydro planning is the key to B.C. 's entire energy policy. Hydro 

electricity has such enormous potential in this province (indicate Power 

Perspectives '79) that it may well become the focus through which energy 

policy in general is developed. In that sense, it is important to know 

exactly what the policy will be". 

~ ,,. ,;t J 1,jlJ,n 

Unfortunately, l B.C. Hydro is ,till l in the position of having to plan in a 

vacuum. Without any provincial energy policy charting the course for the 

future, they J~tt plan t:today, to provide the power we \,Jill need in the next 

10 or 15 years As you are all probably aware, this necessary "lead time" is 

the key problem with electricity generation. When a dam is built to take 

care of our f ture needs, it most often cr~at~s ,, a~n)~~ ti}'...'.,:S!~~:,1'.~,1~.,~:,,~h1¼ 
1 

the demand/ doesn't immediately absorb. Tutts, W'.; ~e;t:-ay- ;~~ ~--
ing before the NEB hearings in Vancouver requesting permission to~cfr°ter 
THb~~·1~rti;i1--CS~wlf{, (10 billion KwHrs annually )-ts Hie e:J.S.A. ~y the \~a:Y, 

t-h-e-re·· wtt-1--be 18 different intervenors appeari nq at these hearing~) In 
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addition, B.C. Hydro has issued a public statementJ~!}:,1,:t~d:,~ill be proceed
ing with an application to the licensing authority,Afor c'onstruction of Site 
C. All this, with no provincial energy policy. And, Energy Minister, 
Bob McClelland's recent announcement of a yet further delay in the release 
of the government's1policy proposals adds to the frustration, to say the 
leastJ\ ,,, · ':-, · 

' /' .... { > 

As anyone who has done any research on the topic quickly di~covers, it is 
( extremely difficult to sort out where B.C. Hydro "fits" and where it is going. 

The B.C. Energy Commission predict1load growth of 3.5 to 4 percent a year 
while Hydro's prediction is just under 6 percent. The Commission encourages 
conservation as a matter of policy as well as looks to need forecasting, but 
it is B.C. Hydro's job to see that we have electricity down the road. 
Recently, the government decided to end this awkward arrangement by trans

ferring the ~~a~~~estima,-~i ~n:\,!g,, the Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum 
ResourcesJ t The1.egislat-i,'s Crown Corporatio'!;..~eporting Committee suggests 

' that, within 5 years, B.C. Hydro will have afqener~1'fng capacity greater . 
than the total potential output of the Revelstoke Canyon Dam. Their report 

-~• apparently suggests that, while Hydro's reserve capacity exceeded peak 
domestic demand by about 30% in the period 1970-76, the excess will likely 

jump to nearly 50% by 1984. This is twice the reserve capacity of most major 

public utilities in Canada! The plot thickens. It is not even known how 

much excess capacity B.C. Hydro considers necessary as reserve. In other 

words, what is the safety margin? Is there a possibility, as some have 
suggested, that Hydro is deliberately overestimating future provincial 

electricity demand to justify construction of new power projects - like Site 

C - in order to supply the U.S. market? 
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Peace River residents gain or lose from Site C? I know from following your 
activities these past years that you are well aware of the negative impacts 
upon agriculture, wildlife, recreation, forestry and the aesthetics of 
the Valley environment. On the positives, I am sure you have heard. plenty 
from the proponants of Site C, positives which I submit are, for the most 
part, short term and seriously open to question. What it all comes down 
to, is that Northerners lose a land resource base and .Southerners gain an 
increased electrical energy supply. 

I don't intend to get into a detailed numbers game of how many acres of this 
or that will be lost compared with provincial or national availability etc. 
I'm not sure they are all that relevant. I have a few of the numbers on 
hand, however, should you wish to get into that detail in the discussion 

J• 
In my view, the real push to proceed with Site C is because of its short lead 
time. Hydro sees it as an option that they can pursue quickly. It is my 
understanding, however, that only 1 or 2 years time will .be bought in terms 
of projected energy demand until we have to move onto another power gener
ating project. (Capacity at .Site C is 975 Mw). One or two year's time 
bought is not sufficient to convince me that such a valuable land resource 

- should be sacrificed. (Refer to description page 18 in Power Perspectives '79). 
t6R£Ap ,, 

Turning to the concerns of agriculture specifically for a moment, it might 
be worth quoting from the B.C. Agricultural Land Commission Press Release 
October, 1977, which I think is still valid: 

In the Agricultural Land Commission's view, the need for power in the 
future is not the matter of dispute, but the loss of such high cap-
ability agricultural land is of great concern. What happens in the 
valley affects the agricultural well being of the region as a whole. 
If any further sites along the Peace River are dammed for hydro power 
generation, agricultural options will be severely reduced. The ,. 
remaining acreages would be inadequate to support the agricultural ;:,-'~--, 1 t · -(·~ 

infra-structure of storage, packing, processing and marketing 
facilities that would be necessary in order to realize the full 
range of cropping potential of the valley. 

It is for these reasons that, unless and until there is adequate 
evidence that no viable alternatives exist to damming the Peace, then 
every effort will be made by the Agricultural Land Commission to 
protect the unique food producing options in this part of Northern 
British Columbia. 

Cont'd . . . . .. . 
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In addition, the/Energy Committee Report to the 1979 BCFA convention in. . 
Vernon two weeks ago put forward the following position:µ.1·P<l ,i:i:&-tGt,,~ ,J:& / 

l. Agricultural concerns in the area of energy development are 
important and represent a sufficient cause for the provincial 
government to approach with reluctance any project which has 
a significantly negative impact on the agricultural capability 
of this province. In particular, no new energy projects with 
serious negative consequences for agriculture should proceed 
unless the following criteria have been met. 

a. A clear need for the power generated from the potential 
project is established. 

b. There are no suitable alternatives with less negative 
impacts for agricultural production both in the long 
and short term. 

c. That adequate funds have been allocated to research on 
alternate sources of energy and conservation, and on 
impact mitigation. 

2. The provincial government should set up a proper public 
decision making process to determine whether the above 
criteria have been met and to decide whether a given 
project should proceed. 

The last point on public decision making process brings me to my next topic: 

3. Project Approval Process 

As presently set, the project approval process is, in my opinion, completely 
inadequate. The options for public inquiry and public hearings are so 

limited that in some waysit might be better if they didn't happen at all. 
Most often, in my opinion,the opportunity for public input comes long after 
the basic decision to proceed with the project has been made. In some cases, 
indeed, so much money is spent prior to the public input stage that econ
omics alone push to project completion. 

Let's take the Site C examole, remembering that the approval process 

related to this project ~be going ahead with., the Gu11Le::L uf; no prov

incial energy policy and no major energy development guidelines, as have 

been developed for other resources projects, notably the coal development 

guidelines. (By the way, there are some good suggestions for "before the 

decision" public involvement in the coal development guidelines). 

Cont I d ..... . 
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- Hydro will shortly be applying to the Comptroller of 
Water Rights for licensing. The .Comptroller may hold a public hear
ing but, as I understand the situation, there is question whether 

his jurisdiction would allow him to say 11 no 11 to B.C. Hydro. ,- / ,.,i ·f.,.,, .... -6-7 
He has, in the . past, put limitations and conditions on the 11 _ fje.,t --crr• J 

. ~ fJ'--o; r; 
development: however, an outright no has never been givenA In · 
fact, if I might speculate, I suggest that in the past, a cabinet -
Hydro , decision in principle to proceed was made prior t ~tir-rying 
to the Comptroller of Water Rights. In his defense, we should remember 
·that he too must work in a jurisdictional vacuum, again with no 
provincial energy policy. In addition, few of the natural resource 
agencies have individual land use policies, to guide Hydro or integ
rated resource management and land use analysis. 

- Let's turn for a moment to the B.C. Agricultural Land Commission.4d-
-n-:1~ . / /1.,l.R,iv. 

and the fact that:Q.a.tO __ aQi''e-Y of the Valley is in the ALR, most of 
which is within Hydro's flooding reserve as well. Some have 
expressed concern as to which reserve takes precedent. There is no 
question in my mind, as I feel strongly the language of the 
Agricultural Land Commission Act is clear and the Agricultural Land 
Reserves take precedence. However, there are other technicalities. 
The Agricultural Land Commission Act and its regulations state the · 
applicant mus1t be the owner, agent for that owner, a local or regional 
government>the Agricultural Land Commission or the Lieutenant-
Governor in Council {Cabinet). Hydro do not own all · the private land, 
although they could apply for exclusion of that which they do own and 
perhaps act as agent or have the Land Management Branch, Ministry of 
Lands, Parks and Housing, apply for the crown land portion. It is 
unlikely the Regional District would consider applying on behalf of 
B.C. Hydro. All this creates a bureaucratic dilemna, which will 
probably result in Hydro proceeding qirectly to Cabinet. Cabinet 

have the right to exclude land under Section 9(1) of the Agricultural 

Land Commission Act, with no reference to the Commission, although this 
particular section has never been used for this purpose to date. 

Cont'd ....... . 
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Again, I repeat, once the)'a~plication goes to the Comptroller of Water 
Rights, I suggest that, essentially, the decision to proceed has been mader 
~-n@t--aRdt~. What follows, other than the terms and conditions, 
is fanfare, under the existing process. 

-· . ,, pl:. r ." ..J,- -think realistic. , 1 d· u:i::-ct , ,i .7,::,,. r., 
•-'/ • i ... ;'V ,., . --

In summary, I feel there are some valid questions that you as an association 

have a right to1,ask __ a~d to expect answers to: 
ji. 1-. ~l.__,>:.~(, '...\ •. 'f •I 

l. Where is the B.C. Energy policy and how does the Site C proposal relate 

to it? 
2. 

3. 

4. 

How much excess capacity does B.C. Hydro or government consider necessary 
and how does that effect Site C? 

Why do we not have a reasonable assessment procedure for major energy 
projects, including Site C, that involves appropriate public involvement 

before the decision to proceed, not after? 
Why should people in this region give up a unique land resource to 
provide power for those of us in southern B.C., particularly when 
Site Conly provides the projected demand for l or 2 years, after 
which we must move onto additional sources? 

5. What about a regional plebiscite? (I note with interest the Skagit 
County Was~ington nuclear plant proposal and accepted procedures there -
open to the courts of course - that allowed for a local zoning option. 
70% opposed the plant and the County Commissioners refused a zoning 

extension). 
6. Why are we not accelerating the efforts on alternatives, such as the 

geothermal option? (From my travels in the province, I suspect this 
specific option is available in many areas. It is my understanding that 
Meagher Creek geothermal prospect west of Lillooet has approximately 

9. the same energy potential as Site C with much less environmental impact). 
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